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Computing a synthetic CMD 

Ingredients 

Computing method 

Montecarlo 

Interpolation in the stellar 
evolution library 

Bolometric corrections 

Age, metallicity and mass 

Luminosity and effective 
temperature 

Magnitudes and colors 
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Let us start with the simplest case:  
a Simple Stellar Population 

The stars must be coeval    

The stars must be 
chemically homogenous 

Then the SFR function is represented 
by a Dirac delta function 

The metallicity is constant 



Synthetic CMD for a SSP: setting the parameters 

let us assume that we want to compute a CMD for a SSP with: 

ü  Age = 10000Myr 

ü  [Fe/H]=-1.3 è Z=0.002 for an α-enhanced metal mixture 

ü  He abundance Y=0.248 

ü  Number of objects in the simulation = 100000 

ü  Initial mass function: Salpeter power law 

ü  No binaries 

ü  Observational plane: ACS@HST photometric system 



Synthetic CMD for a SSP:  
selecting the stellar model library 

URL: http://www.oa-teramo.inaf.it/BASTI 
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1 - selecting the metal mixture & He abundance… 

2 - selecting the metallicity… 
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3 - selecting the type of models… 

4 - selecting the Photometric system… 
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3 - selecting the type of models… 

4 - selecting the Photometric system… 
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Building the stellar model library 
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The effect of Statistical Sampling 
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The effect of the Initial Mass Function 
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The Luminosity Function: IMF effects 
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The presence of binary 
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Theoretical CMD 

Real CMD 

Photometric errors 



Simulating the photometric errors… 
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please remember the lecture by Monelli for a discussion 
on how to retrieve the “true” observational errors that 
have to be taken into account…. 



Simulating the photometric errors… 
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please remember the lecture by Monelli for a discussion 
on how to retrieve the “true” observational errors that 
have to be taken into account…. 



Simulating the HB stage… 
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Simulating the HB stage… 
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Average Mass on the HB: <M> 

 Mass dispersion along the HB: σ(M) 



how do they affect the HB distribution? 
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The age effect 
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The age effect 
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The chemical composition: 
metallicity effects 
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The chemical composition: 
Helium effects 
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Playing with (synthetic) stars… 
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Synthetic CMD generator: BaSTI 
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http://193.204.1.62/BASTI/WEB_TOOLS/synth_pop2/ 
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if you want to perform your own game…  
please ask for a user ID by sending an e_mail to: 

 
cassisi@oa-teramo.inaf.it 


